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Abstract
Objective To develop a taxonomy of doctors’
questions about patient care that could be used to
help answer such questions.
Design Use of 295 questions asked by Oregon
primary care doctors to modify previously developed
taxonomy of 1101 clinical questions asked by Iowa
family doctors.
Setting Primary care practices in Iowa and Oregon.
Participants Random samples of 103 Iowa family
doctors and 49 Oregon primary care doctors.
Main outcome measures Consensus among seven
investigators on a meaningful taxonomy of generic
questions; interrater reliability among 11 individuals
who used the taxonomy to classify a random sample
of 100 questions: 50 from Iowa and 50 from Oregon.
Results The revised taxonomy, which comprised 64
generic question types, was used to classify 1396
clinical questions. The three commonest generic types
were “What is the drug of choice for condition x?”
(150 questions, 11%); “What is the cause of symptom
x?” (115 questions, 8%); and “What test is indicated in
situation x?” (112 questions, 8%). The mean interrater
reliability among 11 coders was moderate (ê = 0.53,
agreement 55%).
Conclusions Clinical questions in primary care can
be categorised into a limited number of generic types.
A moderate degree of interrater reliability was
achieved with the taxonomy developed in this study.
The taxonomy may enhance our understanding of
doctors’ information needs and improve our ability to
meet those needs.

Introduction
Doctors often have questions about care as they see
their patients: “How soon should I mobilise a patient
with a deep vein thrombosis?” “How common is
depression after infectious mononucleosis?” “Should a
pregnant woman at full term with spontaneous
rupture of membranes but not in labour come to the
hospital now (3 am) or could she wait four hours?”
Doctors answer only a minority of such questions
authoritatively by consulting information resources.1–3

Answers might be more readily available if the
authors of such resources knew what information
needs arise in practice. In a previous study of doctors’

questions, we developed a scheme to classify 1101
questions collected from 103 Iowa family doctors.2 The
purpose was to determine whether the essence of clini-
cal questions could be captured by a limited number of
generic question types. Questions with nearly identical
structures (such as “How should I treat her Paget’s dis-
ease?” and “How should I treat his epididymitis?”) were
placed into a single generic type (“How should I treat
condition x?”). Through an iterative process of coding
and revision, we developed a taxonomy of 69 generic
types. This taxonomy may have limited applicability,
however, because it was based on questions from a
homogeneous group of doctors and because its inter-
rater reliability was measured among a small group of
investigators.

Therefore, in the current study, we modified this
previously developed taxonomy to accommodate a
different set of questions, and we measured interrater
reliability in a more heterogeneous group of coders.
Our goal was to produce a logical and concise classifi-
cation scheme that could be applied reproducibly to
the full range of questions that occur in primary care.
We believe that such a scheme could increase the like-
lihood of finding answers to primary care questions.
For example, the scheme could be used to identify fre-
quently asked but problematic question types, enabling
authors to develop better answers and more effective
strategies for linking questions to their answers.

Participants and methods
Original taxonomy
In our previous study, 1101 questions about patient
care were collected from 103 randomly selected Iowa
family doctors.2 The investigators visited doctors in
their offices and recorded questions between patients’
visits. Participants were asked to report everything
from “clear cut questions (What’s the dose of
metformin?)” to the “vague, fleeting uncertainties” that
they would normally keep to themselves. The purpose
was to describe the questioning and answer seeking
behaviour of family doctors and to develop a
taxonomy of generic questions.

Additional questions
In a separate study Gorman and Helfand collected 295
questions from 49 Oregon primary care doctors (29
family doctors, 14 general internists, and 6 general
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paediatricians).3 The participants were asked to report
questions about diagnosis or management. The
purpose was to determine how doctors decide which
questions to pursue and which to leave unanswered.

Generic question taxonomy
In our current study, seven investigators coded a
random sample of 100 of the additional questions
using the previously developed taxonomy.2 Working
independently, each investigator suggested changes to
better accommodate the questions. We added new
generic question types, changed the wording of
existing types, and combined closely related types. A
fourth option was to use an existing type to make a
plausible, albeit imperfect, match. These decisions were
based on consensus and guided by our goal of produc-
ing a concise, intuitive, reliable taxonomy.

The revised taxonomy was then distributed to all
investigators, who independently coded a second
random sample of 100 of the additional questions.
Further changes were made and approved by all inves-
tigators. The 100 questions were categorised into three
groups: all coders agreed on the generic type (n = 32),
all but one coder agreed (n = 26), and more than one
coder disagreed (n = 42). In the final round of
taxonomy revisions, we focused on the last group,
looking for problematic and ambiguous questions. For
example, it was often difficult to determine whether a
doctor was asking about diagnostic or therapeutic
management: “Should silent ischaemia be pursued in
an 80 year old woman with no symptoms and (known)
bad coronary disease?” For this question, most coders
assigned the code 3.1.1.1, which was the label for the
generic question, “How should I manage condition x
(not specifying diagnostic or therapeutic manage-
ment)?” However, two coders assigned 1.3.1.1, which
was the label for “What evaluation is indicated in situa-
tion x?” Analysis of such inconsistencies allowed us to
address ambiguous elements in the taxonomy through
changes in wording and a set of 37 coding guidelines.
For example, one guideline states: “If diagnostic evalu-
ation is the only reasonable consideration, use ‘1.3.1.1.’
If treatment could be considered as part of the answer,
use ‘3.1.1.1.’”

Taxonomy reliability
To measure the interrater reliability of the final
taxonomy, the seven investigators coded a final random
sample of 100 questions, 50 from Iowa and 50 from
Oregon. In addition, four volunteers who were not
familiar with the taxonomy coded the same 100
questions. The ê statistic4 was used to estimate interrater
reliability. This is a measure of agreement, which corrects
for agreement that occurs by chance. It can be defined as
(Po − Pe)/(1 − Pe), where Po is the observed agreement and
Pe is the agreement expected by chance.4 From this for-
mula, it can be seen that when the number of categories
is large, as in this study, the agreement expected by
chance (Pe) will be close to zero, and the ê will be close to
the observed percentage agreement (Po). We used a z test
based on the ê values and their standard errors to com-
pare reliability between groups of coders (investigators v
volunteers) and between groups of questions (Iowa v
Oregon). We chose a two tailed significance level of 0.05
and performed all analyses with Stata (Stata Corpora-
tion, College Station, TX).

Results
Demographic data
The mean age of the 103 Iowa doctors was 48 years, 23
(22%) were women, and 54 (52%) practised in a rural
area.2 The mean age of the 49 Oregon doctors was 45
years, 6 (12%) were women, and 24 (49%) practised in
a rural area.3 The investigators comprised three
academic family doctors, three internists with interest
and training in medical informatics, and a medical
information scientist. The four volunteer coders
comprised three family doctors at the University of
Iowa and a medical librarian.

Generic questions
The generic questions were categorised using four
hierarchical levels of specificity (see extra table on the
BMJ website for details). The first level consisted of five
broad areas: diagnosis, treatment, management, epi-
demiology, and non-clinical questions. Management
questions asked what steps to take without distinguish-
ing between diagnostic steps and treatment steps. A
branching structure of secondary, tertiary, and quater-
nary levels further characterised the generic questions.
Each quaternary category was exemplified by one or
more closely related generic questions. For example,
the question “Is there a way to continue lovastatin in
patients with side effects of headache or indigestion
(such as reduce the dose)?” would be coded as
“treatment” (primary), “drug prescribing” (secondary),
“adverse effects” (tertiary), and “administration in the
face of adverse effects” (quaternary). The generic ques-
tion corresponding to this quaternary category is
“How can drug x be administered without causing
adverse effect y?”

The revised taxonomy comprised 64 quaternary
categories, down from 69 in the original version. For
42 categories (66%), the generic question examples
consist of several closely related variations. For
example, “What is the cause of symptom x?” “What is
the differential diagnosis of symptom x?” “Could
symptom x be condition y or be a result of condition
y?” and “What is the likelihood that symptom x is com-
ing from condition y?” were all considered variations of
the same generic question. In each of these variations
the doctor wants to know the cause of the patient’s
symptom. However, the answers to each question type
would have a somewhat different focus. On average,
there were 2.7 variations per generic question (range
1-11). If greater specificity is required in future applica-
tions of this taxonomy, a fifth level of specificity could
separate these variations, enabling 175 question types
to be hierarchically classified.

Question frequency
After combining the Iowa and Oregon questions
(n = 1396), we found that the three most common
generic types were “What is the drug of choice for con-
dition x?” (150 questions, 11%), “What is the cause of
symptom x?” (115 questions, 8%), and “What test is
indicated in situation x?” (112 questions, 8%) (see
table). Eight (0.6%) of the 1396 questions could not be
classified beyond the primary level. To accommodate
these questions, each primary level included a “not
elsewhere classified” category.
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Interrater reliability
The combined ê statistic for all 11 coders was 0.53
(55% agreement, indicating “moderate” reliability5).
Agreement was slightly higher for the 50 Iowa
questions than for the 50 Oregon questions (ê values
0.54 v 0.51, P < 0.001). When only the five broad areas
in the primary level of the taxonomy were considered
(diagnosis, treatment, management, epidemiology,
non-clinical) agreement was “substantial”5 (ê = 0.70),
and agreement remained substantial when the
primary and secondary levels (26 categories) were con-
sidered (ê = 0.62).

Agreement among the seven investigators was not
significantly higher than among the four volunteers (ê
values 0.55 v 0.54, P = 0.33). Agreement among the
investigators with previous coding experience was
higher than that among the other seven coders (ê
values 0.68 v 0.47, P < 0.001).

Discussion
Main findings
In this study, we modified a taxonomy of generic clini-
cal questions and measured how reproducibly 11 cod-
ers could assign questions to it. We found that a large
number of questions could be categorised using a lim-
ited number of generic types. Coding reproducibility
was moderate and was highest among the most experi-
enced coders.

Comparison with other studies
Cimino matched clinicians’ natural language inquiries
with generic types for which computerised retrieval
strategies had been previously developed.6 The query
types were based on semantic relations drawn from the
National Library of Medicine’s Unified Medical
Language System.7 8 The generic types were applied to
questions that would be submitted to computerised
retrieval systems rather than to the “on the spot”
questions that we collected. These investigators did not
describe a comprehensive taxonomy of generic queries.

Graesser and colleagues developed a taxonomy for
categorising the full range of questions that adults ask.9

They were able to categorise 1000 questions using 12
semantic categories, such as “verification” (Is x true or
false?), “disjunctive” (Is x or y the case?), “causal
antecedent” (What caused some event to occur?), and
so forth. We did not apply this taxonomy to our clinical
questions, which were relatively focused and utilitarian.

Implications of study
Our goal was to build a taxonomy that was valid, reliable,
concise, intuitive, comprehensive, and useful. We have
identified four areas of potential usefulness. Firstly,
taxonomies such as ours, that are based on the generic
type of information needed, could be used to organise
large collections of clinical questions for efficient
retrieval. Authors who want to produce clinically
relevant material should address real questions that
occur in practice. But there is an infinite number of such
questions, and even frequently asked questions would be
unmanageable without some way to organise them.

Secondly, the generic taxonomy could be used to
develop tools for linking questions to answers. Different
types of resources, such as textbooks, prescribing
resources, and laboratory handbooks, have different

types of information and are thus suited to different
types of questions. Earlier research has suggested that
resource selection can be problematic.10 11 Since our tax-
onomy focuses on the types of information needed, it
could potentially route questions to appropriate
resources by means of automated computer interfaces.
This function could be particularly useful when the
resource is an electronic knowledge base.

Thirdly, the taxonomy could be used to characterise
and classify areas where current sources of knowledge
systematically fail to address specific types of questions.
For example, current resources often explain how to
treat a disease (heart failure) but not how to treat that
disease when it is accompanied by a common comorbid
condition (renal failure). By identifying and classifying
such gaps, we could develop guidelines to help authors
produce more useful resources.

Fourthly, the taxonomy could be used to set priori-
ties for clinical research. Some types of questions are
inadequately answered because definitive answers do
not exist. For example, the family doctors in this study
often asked how to distinguish viral upper respiratory
infections from bacterial sinusitis on the basis of clini-
cal findings. Questions of the form “What is the cause
of clinical finding x?” are not often addressed by
researchers.

Limitations of study
The kinds of questions collected in studies of doctors’
information needs seem to depend on the methods
used to collect them. For example, the Iowa doctors in
this study were more likely than the Oregon doctors to
ask about the cause of symptoms and physical findings.
But the Oregon doctors were asked to report questions
about “diagnosis or management,” whereas Iowa
doctors were asked to report everything from “clear cut
questions” to “vague, fleeting uncertainties.” Both
datasets used office observations to collect questions,
but other methods, such as the critical incident
technique,12 have been used and might influence the
kinds of questions collected.

Most of the investigators in this study were primary
care doctors (three internists and three family doctors).
A taxonomy of questions for non-primary care
developed by other kinds of investigators (such as librar-
ians or neurosurgeons) might look different from ours.

Generic questions derived from questions by primary care doctors in Iowa and Oregon
and their frequencies

Question

Frequency

Iowa questions
(n=1101)

Oregon questions
(n=295)

Total questions
(n=1396)

Rank
No (%) of
questions Rank

No (%) of
questions Rank

No (%) of
questions

What is the drug of choice for
condition x?

1st 112 (10) 1st 38 (13) 1st 150 (11)

What is the cause of symptom x? 2nd 106 (10) 11th 9 (3) 2nd 115 (8)

What test is indicated in situation x? 3rd 84 (8) 3rd 28 (9) 3rd 112 (8)

What is the dose of drug x? 4th 84 (8) 10th 10 (3) 4th 94 (7)

How should I treat condition x (not
limited to drug treatment)?

7th 53 (5) 2nd 29 (10) 5th 82 (6)

How should I manage condition x (not
specifying diagnostic or therapeutic)?

5th 62 (6) 19th 5 (2) 6th 67 (5)

What is the cause of physical finding x? 6th 61 (6) 16th 6 (2) 7th 67 (5)

What is the cause of test finding x? 8th 53 (5) 7th 11 (4) 8th 64 (5)

Can drug x cause (adverse) finding y? 10th 42 (4) 4th 17 (6) 9th 59 (4)

Could this patient have condition x? 9th 49 (4) 26th 2 (1) 10th 51 (4)
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The information needs analysed in this study were
“user based”—that is, questions were collected without
regard to the most appropriate method for answering
them. Other question sets are “system based,” focusing,
for example, on questions submitted to computerised
information retrieval systems.13 Some user based ques-
tions (“What is causing her abdominal pain?”) would
require a system based modification before they could
be answered by a general information resource (“What
is the differential diagnosis of right lower quadrant
pain in adolescent females?”).

We achieved only moderate interrater reliability.
However, the coding reliability in this study compares
favourably with other attempts to categorise medical
topics. For example, highly trained Medline indexers
achieve “consistency percentages” of only 43% when
assigning medical subject headings and subheadings
(MeSH terms) to journal articles.14

Conclusions
Doctors do not pursue answers to most of their
questions, partly because they believe the answers are
not readily available3—a belief that is often correct.1 3 15

Doctors need rapid, accurate, and accessible answers to
on the spot questions as they see their patients.16 By
learning about doctors’ questions, we hope to influence

the content of clinical information resources. By
organising the full range of information needs that
occur in practice, we can begin to address the most
common types.
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What is already known on this topic

In a previous study, the essence of 1101 clinical questions asked by
family doctors was captured in 69 generic types (such as, “What is the
drug of choice for condition x?”)

The applicability of this generic question taxonomy may be limited
because of the homogeneous nature of the participants

What this study adds

After revision of the original taxonomy, questions asked by a different
group of 49 primary care doctors could be classified with moderate
reliability among 11 coders

The taxonomy has four potential uses: to organise large numbers of
real questions, to route questions to appropriate knowledge resources
by using automated interfaces, to characterise and help remedy areas
where current resources fail to address specific question types, and to
set priorities for research by identifying question types for which
answers do not exist.

One hundred years ago
The Temperature of Underground Railway Tunnels

Not very long ago it was gravely suggested that certain stations
on the Underground Metropolitan Railway, where the air is most
sulphurous and the general conditions simply Stygian, were
useful as sanatoria for convalescent railway porters and for those
suffering from phthisis and “delicate chests.” It seems now that
the latest accession to our underground railway system has
hygienic properties of a different kind. It has been stated that a
person who had suffered from anorexia for 18 months suddenly
developed ravenous appetite after a single journey by the new
underground electric railway, popularly known as the “twopenny
tube.” From the repetition of a similar therapeutic journey every
two or three days this satisfactory state of affairs has been so well
maintained that in his case an actual pecuniary profit has been

achieved from the discontinuance of tonic remedies which have
become needless. The two facts—the journey and the appetite—
certainly seem conceivably connected when it is possible that the
passenger went from an above ground atmosphere with a
temperature of perhaps 80° F. to a tubal air of, say, 50°, thus
adopting a convenient and expeditious method of
counteracting any tendency to heat prostration that may have
been present. But the more general opinion seems to be
rather in the other direction, that the abrupt change in
temperature together with the gale of wind, maintained as is
probable by a system of fans, acts injuriously on persons who
descend the lifts in a condition of profuse perspiration.
(BMJ 1900;ii:595.)
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